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The kind and good people who have
ment nor a reproach from your officers ; <came into the world, there is but one1 the execution, the fatal sentence had just
the
charge of Julia Brace seem to do for
person
that
I
have
loved
—
it
is
my
moth-|
been
read,
when
low
murmurs
were
heard,
you
could
not
leave
your
regiment,
leave
russ's bes in W[ISi PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
her all they can do ; but this is little, for
~ her I have loved, as ’ one loves
then loud
and long cries burst from the
I
it almost on the eve of battle, without er I But
h,as 011 baud
JAMES K. REMICH.
‘ld0f',’ru«>hal?X
having a powerful motive. This motive nothing else, with all my life and soul, iranks—‘The Emperor! it is th® Em- they have no means of communicating
10 P^chases r
iffice on the Main Street, over D. Reinich’s Bookstore. the court demands to know, for it would When a child, I read in her eyes as she ]peror !’
with her. I learn that they think of send
He appeared—descended from his ing her to the School for the blind in Bos
be happy to be able, if not to acquit you, read in mine ; I guessed her thoughts—
a^iliona| charg^
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year. In- which it neither ought nor can—at least to. she always knew mine. She was all to 'horse—then with his short and rapid step, ton, in the hope that the method by which
erest W’M
char»ed on a" subscriptions which remain recommend you to the goodness of the me—I was all to her.
Laura has been taught may be successful
I have never had walked direct to the prisoner.
inpaid at the expiration of the year. No paper diswith her; and although it seems to me
Emperor.
’
On
the
other
hand,
the
accu

‘
Peter
!
’
said
he.
Peter
looked
up;
lover
or
friend.
When
I
was
called
un

ontinued, except at the option of the publisher, until
sed answered :—‘ I have deserted without der the colors, when they told me that I he seemed as if he wished to speak, but almost a hopeless case, for she is thirtyill arrearages are paid.
“■‘.ssir: (CTThe publisher does not hold himself responsi- reason, without motive ; I do not repent. must quit her, I was seized with a fit of was struck, with an indescribable stupor five years old, and her faculties have lain
>le for any error in any advertisement beyond the If it were to do again, I should not hesi despair, and I declared that though they in recognizing in the Emperor the under so long inactive, they can hardly be rous
»roved hhwe 7'^!^
ed to perform their functions, neverthe
tate. I have merited death—condemn employed violence they should not sep lieutenant of the evening before.
imount charged for its insertion.
‘ Peter,’ continued the Emperor, ‘re less the chance should be given to her.
me !’
Then witnesses came forward, arate me alive from my mother. With a
jnibls. S
who said :—‘ Peter Petois has deserted word, she who was a holy and courage member your words of last night. God
, em“S »hitl,
be reciiim ean; M
MISCELLANY
we know it, but still it is incredible.’ Oth ous woman, changed all my resolutions : gives you a second life—consecrate it
snd safe'V. t
FOR El GN NEWS.
r‘»laPsus UieruJ}
ers
‘ Peter Petois is insane ; the Court ‘ Peter, you must go ; I wish it.’ I knelt, not to me, but to France ! She also is a
THE FORGET-ME-NOT
e pessari« have &
[ By the Acadia, at Boston.]
cannot condemn an insane man. It is not and said to her, ‘ mother, I go.’ ‘ Peter, good and worthy mother! L’ove her as
;8aps
teS
you
loved
the
other.
’
to
death,
but
to
the
hospital
that
he
ought
you
have
been
a
good
son
;
I
tluxk
God
It is stated by the United Service Gazette
OR, THE DESERTER.
As a mailer«
a,i
Loud and long were the cheers, as he that the amount of public loss by the late fire
to be sent.’
■
for it ; but the duties of a son are not
“"’“'tar «»&»
FROM THE FRENCH.
at the Tower of London has been greatly ex
This last idea was very nearly being act the only duties a man has to fulfil. Ev moved off.
Some years after, Peter, who was then aggerated. According to an estimate which
In 1809, there was in the twelfth reori- ed upon, for there was not one of his judges ery citizen belongs to his country ; she
has been made of the value of ordnance
ment of the linetthen in garrison at Stras- who did not consider the desertion of Pe calls you, obey ! you are going to be a a Captain in the Old Guard, fell upon the stores destroyed, it amounts to only £176,000
field
of
Waterloo.
Mortally
wounded,
he
I burg, a sergeant of the name of Peter Pe- ter Fear-naught as one of those singular soldier ; from this moment your life be
and the cost of re-erecting the buildings is
s tois, who was from that half barbarous, events, scarcely possible ; which no one longs to you no longer ; you owe it to still found strength enough to cry, with a stated at £50,000, making a total of £226,000.
11“’1® hhwI ui* half civilized portion of Burgundy known comprehends, but which all are forced to your country.
If her interest demand firm voice, ‘ vive 1’Ernperor! vive la
On the evening of Nov. 3, there was a re
when new,
'
markable slide of earth on the Croydan Rail
admit.
However,
the
prisoner
showed
it,
give
it
freely.
If it please God that France ! vive ma mere !’
Under
the
name
of
Morvan,
and
whom
his
',shi'>gii)ranyof4 ■
way, at the deep cutting at the New Cross
byM,s' ^er,aZ comrades always called Peter Fear-naught. himself so logical in his perseverance in you should die before me, I shall give
THE DEAF AND DUMB.
istation near London. The cutting nt that
iDeiWdi»ike4»
He was a b^ave man in every sense of the claiming a condemnatory verdict ; it was way to my grief; but I will say, He gave
was 70 feet deep, and by this slide the
Hartford, Nov. 1841.
I hardly place
I
with a frankness so audacious that he pro and He has taken away, blessed be the
er makes andu».,. word ; as his companions said, brave atrack
was filled up to a depth of 8 to 15 feet
thought
to
find
anything
interesting
du’
mong the brave. Always the first and claimed his crime, constantly repeating name of the Lord! Depart then, and
for a distance ol 300 yards. A large number
the last where the fire was the hottest, that he did not regret it, the firmness of if you love me, do your duty.’ Oh! I ring my short sojourn here about which to (of men, as many as could work, not less than
^pecime(S0fi3
‘ Do write you, but I have done so.
160, with four locomotive engines, were em
'he manufactory, ‘ he pasf^i for loving only two things in the which he gave proof, seemed so like bra have ever remembered her words.
I was at the school for the deaf and ,ployed day and night in removing the obstruc
"»forms iodividuah,» worlcFthe smell of powder and the hissing vado, that the court could not take refuge your duty !’ said she ; the duty of a sol
s known io anj o’
Those who had seen him on in clemency. Sentence of death was pro dier, is to obey everywhere and always ; dumb, this morning, when that interesting ition. Up to the 13th a passage had been ofor io them-iibetel of bullets.
everywhere and always I have obeyed. little creature’ Laura Bridgman, (who has pened nearly three quarters of the way. The
d|OinM..Wan,lheir«* the field of battle, the eye glaring, the nounced.
last train from Brighton for the night, had
When
Peter
’
s
sentence
was
read
to
The duty of a soldier is to go straight but one sense—that of touch,) arrived just
nostril expanded, rushing into the thickest
passed up before the slide took place.
from
Boston,
and
made
her
first
visit.
■
of the melee, were accustomed to say him h^ showed no signs of emotion. They forward, through all perils, without hesi
A very brilliant ball and concert were giv
pressed him to sue for pardon: he posi tation, without reflection ; I have done She was accompanied by Dr. Howe, Mrs. en at Guildhall on the evening of the 17th,
ificatefromDr.^ that the field of carnage was the ball-room
taiiin of Peter Fear-naught.
tively refused.
so. Those who saw me march thus into Sigourney, and some other persons, and under the patronage of the Common Council,
occasion to observed
As
all
were
certain
that
at
the
bottom
the hottest of the fight, cried, ‘ There her coming seemed to be quite unexpect for the relief of the exiles from Poland. As
One
day
Peter
took
it
into
his
head
to
Hernia have suffered st
many as 1500 or 1600 persons were present.
of
this
affair
there
was
some
strange
mys

goes a brave man !’ They would have ed.
1 «'orkman in
address a letter to his Colonel, asking a
Sir Charles Bagot, Governor General of the
lies of theircaia.11]^
It is probable that there is hardly atery,
it
was
decided
that
the
execution
of
i
said
with
more
reason,
‘
There
goes
a
man
furlough
for
the
purpose
of
attending
the
'I the competency oliji
North American Province, left London on
nother
person
in
the
United
States
whose
Peter
should
be
deferred.
The
convict
who
adores
his
mother
!
’
sick-bed of his mother, who was danger
tiency occasioned by
the 12th to embark at Portsmouth in the Il
‘ One day I received a letter ; I learn appearance at the school would create lustrious, ship of the line. This ship sailed
some months of
ously ill ; he added that his father, who was taken back to his military prison,
hat Mr, Foster isita
< from it that she was sick, my poor such a sensation among the hundred and on the 16th for New York.
was seventy years of age, was incapable where it was announced to him, that by ed
e of ihese instrum^j
.
mother! I wished to go and see fifty inmates. Her name was familiar to
The Count de Montholon, who was in con
of taking any care of his poor wife. He special flavor he had three days allowed dear
f them to the variety
self called upon to r«®.
him to present his petition ; he bowed in her, I asked for a furlough, it was not all the pupils, who had doubtless marvel finement at Ham with Louis Napoleon, has
promised
to
return
as
soon
as
the
health
of
I brethren, and loll*
silence.
granted. I recalled her last words ; ‘ If ed much how a dumb child, deprived al arrived at a Maison de Sante at Chaillot, hav
his mother should be re-established.
to supply their
In the middle of the night which prece you love me do your duty.’ ' I was re so of the sense of sight, by which they ing obtained permission from the Govern
,esfejji
The Colonel returned for answer to Pe
ment to reside there.
ter Petois, that from one moment to a- ded the day fixed for the execution, the signed. Shortly after I heard she was themselves learn every thing, should be
The Erigone, French frigate, arrived at
ify that I have, for«¡1
able
to
learn
to
read,
write
and
talk.
nother, the regiment might expect the or door of Peter<* cell slowly opened upon dead. I was no longer master of myself.
of Mr. Foster’s
Singapore September 4, having on board
When the news was passed jrom hand Col. Dubois de Jausigny, on his way to Chi
to answer every Wlj
der to enter on the campaign and conse its hinges, and an under lieutenant of the At all risks, in spite of all opposition, I
referable to anyotteui
Young Guard approached the camp-bed determined to see my native place. From to hand that Laura Bridgman was in the na to watch the progress of events on the
quently
he
must
expect
neither
furlough
James Tm
on which the condemned man was in a whence came this overpowering desire to office, the teachers and pupils came part of the French government.
ov. 1, 1839.
| nor permission.
On the 21st and 26th of July there were
perfect slumber, and after having contem see again the spot where my mother thronging round her, and filled the room
Peter said nothing more about it.
Bota,®
and passage way, while all the way up the two most violent and destructive typhoons in
died?
I
am
going
to
tell
you
;
and
since
plated
him
some
time
in
perfect
silence
he
A
fortnight
passed
over
;
a
second
letter
ify, that I have tatw
the bay of Canton. The British Cutter Lou
years last pastaAl'. reached the Colonel.
Peter announced to awoke him.—Peter opened wide his eyes you have a mother, since you love her stair-case stood scores of little girls, with isa, in which Admiral Bremer and Capt. Elli
sparkling
eyes
and
animated
faces,
eager

he construction of |J!I
his Colonel, that his mother was dead, and looking around him, ‘ Ah !’ said he, and she loves you, you will comprehend
had sailed from Macao on 20th for Hong
>y patients, andtefff
ly gesticulating to each other, and conver ot
me.
Kong, was wrecked on the island of Kowhaving had the grief of not seeing her son ‘ the hour has cpme !’
and faithful, and
sing
rapidly
in
dumb
show.
‘ The peasants of Morvan are of a sim
‘ No, Peter,’ replied the officer, ‘not
lan. Their excellencies after escaping the
e employed him,
before her death ; she had wished as a
It was a beautiful sight to see so much dangers of the tempest, received some rough
Jobs to?
ple and credulous nature ; we hy^e neith
Bi' good and tender mother to give him her yet, but ere a little while.’
er the instruction, nor the science that life and happiness among these unfortu• treatment from the Chinese, but a compas‘ And what do you want with me.’
fill tint
blessing. Peter still solicited a furlough
individual, who called himself a
or vessels by writs; frr
‘
Peter,
you
do
not
know
me,
but
I
they
have in cities, but we have our be nates ; but the principal attraction was lit•. sionate
for
a
month.
He
said
he
was
not
able
to
er) 305 WashiitjtMJ.i
tle Laura, who, having taken off her bon comprador, was induced to take them to his
liefs
:
the
people
of
the
city
call
them
know
you.
I
saw
you
on
the
field
of
Aus

make known the motive of asking it ; it
net and cloak, appeared one of the most house and give them refreshment, and subse
was a family secret ; but he earnestly terlitz, where you behaved like a brave our superstitions. What signifies the interesting children you ever saw.—Slen quently to carry them back in a small Chiloner B supplicated his Colonel not to refuse him man.—Since that day, Peter, I have con name ? Superstitions or beliefs, we have
I nese boat to Canton, where he received $3000
THE good pete.*
ceived for you a lively and sincere esteem. them, and cunning would he be, who der and delicately formed, with beautiful, for his services.
this favor.
features and fair complexion, so graceful
MARTHA^
Peter’s second letter had no more suc On my arrival yesterday at Strasburg, 1 could tear them from our hearts.—Well, were her motions, so animated her gestic The notification published by Sir Jlenry
Pottinger on the 12th of August, of his fetter
Master, havingapera
learnt
your
crime
and
your
condemnation.
the
one
to
which
we
are
the
most
attach

cess than the first. The Captain of the
tnodations lorta?
ulation, and so full of life was her counte ing upon the duties of sole Plenipotentiary
poor soldier merely said to him : ‘ Peter As the keeper of the prison is one of my ed is that which attributes to the primal nance, that but for the green ribbon bound and chief superintendent of British trade In
relations, 1 have obtained permission to flower which blows upon a grave, a vir
BUNK FdC the Colonel has received your letter, he come and say to you, Peter, that one tue, so that he who gathers it is certain over her sightless orbs, you would call China, gave general satisfaction.
The overland mail brought a variety of
is sorry for the death of your old mother,
her one of nature’s most gifted children.
— a n d ftn- I
but he cannot give the permission you so doomed to die often regrets not having a never to forget the dead, and is assured Such is the power of the soul—such its news from India, of more or less interest.
N for KENNEBl licit, for to-morrow the regiment quits friend near him to whom he might open of never being forgotten by them. A
Dr. Forbes, an English traveller, was murder
wind and weatap.
his heart, and confide some holy duty that belief precious and delightful! with it, independence of sense. There stood this ed in Seistan, by an influential Belochee
Strasburg.’
child in a crowd, without one ray of light chieftain, Ibrahim Khan, under whose pro
or Passage applj Hj \
‘ Ah! the regiment quits Strasburg, and he would wish to have fulfilled. Peter death has nothing frightful ; for apart to pierce her cver-during darkness, with tection he was, probably for the purpose of
from
oblivion,
death
is
nothing
more
than
allow
me,
and
I
will
be
that
friend.
’
where are we going, if you please ?’
getting possession of his effects.
iartha is fufnW,”|
‘ Thanks, comrade,’ replied Peter, drily. a tranquil sleep, than repose after long out a sound to break the dreary stillness,
‘ Into Austria. We are going to visit
without
an
odour
even
to
show
the
pres

Spain. Up to the latest dates from Spain,
with particular^®‘ Have you nothing to say to me?’
fatigue.
Vienna, my brave fellow, We are going
ence of others, yet joyous as a bird, yet Madrid continued quiet, and no apprehen
Vinter monihM^
‘
Nothing.
’
‘ This flower, I longed to see bloom—
ation of shippM^ to fight the Austrians—that is good news,
sions appeared to be felt of further outbreaks
‘ What! not a last word for a lover, for I longed to gather it. I departed ! Af conscious of every thing that was going in that quarter. This however was not the
is it not ? Won’t you enjoy yourself, my
on, yet eager to shake hands with all, and
a
sister
?
’
ter ten days of a long and painful march
case throughout the Peninsula, although ac
brave boy ?’
q Oct. 2.
‘ A lover ? a sister ? I never had one.’ I reached the maternal grave. The to learn the names of all, delighted to find tive measures were in progress to subdue the
Peter Petois said nothing ; he seemed
that
every
one
could
talk
in
her
finger
lan

few remaining insurgents.
Jiooner B plunged in profound thought. The Cap ‘ For thy father, then ?’
earth appeared to have been just moved ;
‘
I
have a father no more. Two months no flower had yet bloomed. I waited.— guage, and evidently enjoying the noon of The work of demolition of the fortifications
the new
tain took his hand and shook it vigorous
existence, and speaking in dumb but ex
ilLE, Danie^11’
Six weeks were gone; then I saw a lit pressive language the praise of Him who at Barcelona still continued. This was the
ly.—‘Well speak—are you deaf to-day? ago he died in my arms.’
work of the Junta, or committee of vigilance,
‘ For thy mother ?’
aving superior
tle flower of an azure blue opening its
I announce that before eight days, we shall
>r passengers,
‘ For my mother ?’ said Peter, whose leaves to the first rays of the rising sun. willeth the happiness of all whom he cre- established under the revolution. Against
have the pleasure of fighting the Austri voice suddenly underwent a profound al
these juntas the Regent had issued a decree
ateth.
It was one of those flowers which the’
dated on the 30th of October at Vittoria.
ans—you don’t thank me for the good
She
was
very
impatient
to
meet
Julia
— and FRO^'
teration ; ‘ for my mother !—Ah ! com learned name a myosotis, but which our
The junta at Barcelona had not however
FOR KENNS’
news ! you do not seem even to hear me.’
Brace,
the
only
person
in
the
world,
perrade pronounce not that name, for look rural and simple peasants call, ‘ A For
made full submission, although they were in
luring the P**
j haps, whose privation of sense approaches treaty
‘ Excuse me, Captain, I have perfectly ye. I have never heard it, never named
with General Van Halen, who was aget-me-not.
’
In
gathering
it,
I
shed
«raining.
' in degree to hers ; and about whom it hout 20 miles from them at Matorel, with
understood you, and I thank you for your it in my heart, without feeling myself mov
tears of happiness, for it seemed to me' seems much had been told her.
news—it is excellent.’
5000 troops. They had at last agreed to dis
■port, MajW**;
ed like a child. Even now, if I were to this little flower was the shade of my
At last Julia was brought down, and solve as soon as they should have completed
< There ! that is something like.’
speak of her—’
mother,
that she had felt my presence,’ the two met, and felt of each other I But the demolition of the fortress ! They had iri
Well, then. Captain, you think this
.-n Stage I'
‘ Well, Peter.’
and under the form of that flower, she re what a difference between the two! Ju the meanwhile passed a vote of thanks to Espermission cannot be obtained ?’
‘ I should weep—it is not manly to turned again to join me.
Inn
lia is a woman grown and unprepossessing partero and the government whose decrees
‘
Are
you
mad
!
A
leave
of
absence
criber, tali’« *
weep !—Weep,’ continued he with fervor,
they were setting at nought, and had decreed
‘
Nothing
retained
me
in
the
country,
on the eve of beginning the campaign.’
nowprep«^
‘ weep ! when I have only a few hours to for my father had preceded my mother in her appearance, because she is without an Equestrian statue to the former.
animation,
without
vivacity,
without
any
‘
I
forgot
that
we
are
just
entering
up

ivor IW't' ii
The Juntas of Valencia, Badajos and Alilive. Ah I that would not show a stout to the grave ; besides I possessed my
expression of face. She was made to un cant had dissolved themselves on receipt of
on the campaign ; at such times they are1 heart!’
former
precious flower ; what more did I need ?
tooth, tai°i't
never granted.’
‘ You are too severe, comrade. Thank The recollection of the maternal advice derstand, by placing her fingers on Lau the decree of the Regent.
, of theest*11'
‘ No one thinks of asking !’
Government had conferred on Mr. OlozaGod, I have I believe as stout a heart as returned :—‘ Do your duty !’ I sought ra’s eyes and on her ears, that she was
blind and deaf like herself, but her coun ga, the Spanish Ambassador at Paris, of whose
‘ You are right! Captain—no ope does most people, and yet I weep without
the guard and said to them, ‘ I have de-» tenance changed not ; and in a moment or correspondence with Queen Christina, re
of asking—it would have the ap shame, in speaking of my mother.’
”‘Johns.* think
serted, arrest me !’
(
two began to withdraw from the child, who ceived by the last arrival, we gave an abstract
pearance of wanting to sneak away—so
that time, the grand cordon of the order of
‘ Is it true !’ said Peter hastily seizing
‘ Now I am going to die ; and if, as clung to her, put around her neck a chain at
that I will give it up and do without it.’
Charles III.
the
hand
of
the
Lieutenant,
‘
you
are
a
‘ you have assured me, I have in you a of her own braiding, and kissed her ! Vain
‘ That’s right Peter.’
Medici*;
Executions of officers concerned in the in
The next day, the twelfth entered Ger man, you are a soldier, and yet you do' friend, I shall die without regret; for you impulse of affection! Julia coolyput into surrection
were frequent until nearly our la
v c. s’
not blush to weep ?’
will render me the service which I ex her pocket the present which Laura had test dates, but upon the 6th ult. the Regent
many.
‘
In
thinking
of
my
mother
?
no,
cerpect of you. This flower, which at the brought her, and was making off from the
The next day, Peter Fear-naught de
orders to suspend all further executio,n,s..
aortméDtoi
tainly not. She is so good, she loves me! peril of my life I gathered upon a grave, child, whose distress now became evident gave
One Capt. Boria was mentioned as the first
serted.
so
much,
and
I
love
her
so!
’
Three months after, while the twelfth
is here in this bag suspended on my and who eagerly asked the others, ‘ Why who received the advantage of this decree...
‘ She loves you I you love her? Oh,> heart. Promise me to watch and see does she push me ? why da.es she not love We see however that on the 9th two more
after having gathered on the fields of
officers were shot, one of whom is called
Wagram, an ample harvest of glory, made then I will tell you all; my heart is full,> that they separate it not from me. It is me ?’
Lieut. Boria, probably the same man.
it
must
flow
over,
and
however
strange
What
a
contrast
in
their
characters!
a
triumphant
entry
into
Strasburg,
Peter
!
the
bond
which
unites
me
to
my
mother
;
Jts Tn» J
The CasiiHanq., a Madrid gazette, announ
of public I»**
Petois was ignominiously brought back to may appear to you the sentiments which and if I thought it would be broken, I Laura wanted her affection and sympathy, ced that government intended to suspend the
animate me, you will not laugh at them, should die without courage. Do you and would not be satisfied without them ; payment of the allowance now awarded to
his regiment by a guard of soldiers.
porU^../
A court martial was held, Peter Petois I am sure. Listen, then, for what you promise me that you will comply with my while Julia, having got her present, was the Ex-Queen Christina, until the meeting
desirous of terminating the interview, and of the Cortes, who would decide whether
is accused of deserting at the very time said a little while ago is very true ; it is wishes?’ ‘Ido.’
the country was bound in honor to pay her a
when the regiment is expected to confront a happy thing, when one is going to die,
‘ Give me your hand ; let me press it carrying off her possession Is
&
to have a heart, into which’- You are to my heart! How I am bound to you
Such is the effect of education; such pension.
the enemy.
We learn that Mr. Everett, our Minister to
This court-martial presented a singular willing to hear me, are you not ? You for your goodness -to me ! If God in the consequenceof evolving the moral and England, on receiving information of his ap
spectacle. On one side the accuser said: will not laugh at me ?’
His wisdom should give me life a second social nature, as has been done in the case pointment, which reached him at Naples, sat
—‘ Peter Petois, you are one of the bra
‘ I listen, Peter. The man that is go time, I would consecrate it to your ser of Laura ; or of exercising only the lower out for London, by way of Rome and Mar
propensities, and allowing the human be seilles, and had arrived, with his family, in
vest soldiers of the army ; you, upon ing to die, can excite only commisseration vice.’
whose breast shines the star of honor ; and sympathy.’
The two friends separated. The next ing to live as do the brutes, within himself Paris. He would leave Paris for London on.
the'16 th.
you, who have never incurred a punish‘ You must know then, that since I day, arrived at the place designated for and for himself alone !
Oct. 80.
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For with his
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When, I:
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of other p
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thing—old
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Various a
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ARTICLES

CIRCULAR LETTER TO THE SPECIAL
To Parents. We mentioned that a child i
non of ihe House, in addHioiTfeffiT^
CONGRESS
AGENTS OF THE P. O. DEPARTMENT of the Rev. Mark Carpenter of Keene, N. IL, I
Committees provided for by the R i
died from the lodging of a bean in the glottis,!
Post Office Department, ?
The Cherokees. Annual Message of
Tuesday, Dec. 7. In the Senate, on mo Speaker appoint the following
1
November 4th, 1841.
£
' though Dr. Twitcheli was in attendance fif-'
the Chief.
We have been much interested
mittees for the Session, t0
in the perusal of the Message of Andrew M,
Sir—To the duties assigned you by any I teen minutes after the accident.
Children ! tion of Mr. Mangum, lhe Message was members
each:
C0,1S|sl
of
hi;
Vann, Assistant Principal Chief.of the Chero former instructions, as Special and Confiden- are liable to such accidents,, which
___ are
__ ...
in-' laid on the table, and the usual number orA Select Committee on the p|an of
....... Agent
-e...................
...... .................
............ .......................
...............assistance
...
,; and
Mr- M- •'«> moved
kees, to the National Council and Committee tial
of this Department,
I desire ..........
to add, i variably
fatal without..prompt
I I 'St
O
ZV L
n.. ! . .
...
.. - . _ __ I ’ I 1 \ l i.Y t I I I I > t O
4'Zlkl
• 1I
^4 Z
-__ —__
.
of that Nation. It appears in the Little Rock Jth.*t
ot t strictly
observing
the _ manner
in which' yet
,l'any• 7141
cases,
ike • %patient
may be Y_'
kept
, ’ , n'™1
accompanying docu- recommended in the President’s iw
A Select Committee on he
oon as the oen, ’ a;i,,/>5^ without, be printed. Mr.
Times, the editor having received a neatly the Post Offices are kept in the.........................................................................................
section and ; «‘dive till a surgeon arrives.
printed copy from the Indian Press at Park along the lines of route you may be called to *)ean or other substance, passes into the glut- i en 00 _’f,e ,0<7{ occasion to express his en- Bequest.
A Select Commitee on tho aDnn>.i;
His,
which.is lhe entrance to the windpipe, a 'r,e ' ’
,andfllcondernnation °.f the fi.sc«l
Hill. Mr. Vann officiates as Principal Chief inspect and travel.
j
Ol,til58
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General expects
expects that
that eveeve-i■ s'oall membrane, called the epiglottis, closes «n’’1’68 ot the Message, styling it a British of Representatives to Congress.
in the absence of the chosen Chief and two
The
Mr. Cave Johnson objected thattu
,n.easur®’ ®uc*1 asoriginated in England
others at the United States seat of Govern ry Post Office, whatever may be itsjmpor- over the orifice, and not only prevents the • ,
i
? G.80,»e L a,H11 er,fa'Jed a na- was not in order. The Speak
ment; and though thus 1 unexpectedly called tance, shall be attended to or supervised by 'ejection of any thing and thus the patient dies !”
upon,’ as the amateur speechmakers’ phrase the Deputy Postmaster. The practice which by strangulation. In all such cases, a hole •l,onal debt 0 «nilhons on that country, and that it was in order. Mr. Johnson » "kl
is, he makes a great deal more sensible Mes I regret to learn, has obtained in many por-i nia‘,e in the windpipe will admit air to the
as
bea,2 bright forward in another and after a short debate the \lec!<i!P,)e^
sage than one-half our State Governors, be tions of the United States, of one man holdin« kings ; and this will keep the patient alive,! 7 , y W,Ck,
d( ,
, e extra «»tnber supported, yeas 101, nays 101. 4a “
side the great recommendation of being less the commission of Postmaster, whilst another while a surgeon can extract the foreign sub- .°. c®kies was then ordered to be printed, and debate the question was taken on thJ*
tion, and h was adopted. On motion oft
than two columns in length.
We give a; discharges
its jduties,
must be stopped ; and stance. A sharp pointed penknife should be ne &enate «djourned.
........... uo aujpptKi
ami
Wise the question was divided anJ
1
summary of its chief topics.
j when such cases fall within your knowledge, phmged into the windpipe, about the middle jIn the House, the Message havin« been
The acting Chief states that he has had no Ii1 desire
’ ‘ that they shall be made the
‘ subject of
neck, between any two of the rings, read, Mr. Wise moved that it be laid on the proposition for a Select Committee 00 lll(
plan of Finance, the vote was yeas 11?
official information from the deputation since | of special report.
.... .....
I which are easily perceptible to the touch.. table, and lhe usual number, and ten thotisresidue wasadopteJyw^
they left for Washington ; but he has been | C
.... opening
. (_____ o and keep- [ Lhe cut should be made between the rings, ■ and extra copies, with the accompanying docGreat carelessness ■in the
apprised by the United States Superintendent i ing<r »II»
innii in
Li.................
—„ .....i
ororacross
the mail
insecure..iplaces,
and permit-j and
I ail|parallel
l parallelwith
with them,
them,
acrosslhe
theneck,
neck, uments be printed.
was^llpted :n-Offerei' "'e
of Indian Affairs that $105,000 has been ting persons other than the Postmaster, orr i about
Mr. Samson Mason of Ohio inquired if the
..........a1 half inch :in 'length,
---- ' and' the
1 cut should
paid to them by the United States.
The his -sworn assistants, to have access to the3 .be kept open with the blade of the knife, till gentleman meant to include in the documents
Resolved, That a select committee of n!n
Chief recommends that this sum be appro same when opening, or after it is opened, has j na nn.ll
quj|| wjJ|
to be
t|)e a, | ve|ljse| uen[ t(J j||e 0O|J
Q’dH nnn
can ho
be inserted,
priated to the punctual payment of all out been charged, in general terms, upon many J¡a pipe
\ through which
'
t
respiration
can proceed gressional Globe and Appendixc, which to his be appointed by the Speaker, on the , >i '
of establishing a National Foundry f0! 'P
standing
the nation.
of
the ...................
Postmasters. ...
in ...v.
the small towns
and ,d'll
,
- claims
a,against
v
..........
.wvv,,;, ailll
td! the glottis be relieved.
this opera--------------:
----- ----After
.
--- great
surprise
he found...
attached to the copy fabrication of ordnance for the use of ill i8
LWO ° U,e Cher2k,ees were recently killed ■ villages. ThL
Nd must N
“.,> tke foreign substance will sometimes ut3
This evil
be corrected, «„.i
and (, -L.
t,on
be biid on his desk.
1J
in Benton county, Arkansas, by two United‘ when
you have VVIII^UVU
evidence VI
of U1V7
the liict,
fact, Il
it is expelled by coughing, in consequence of thej
”
Mr. Wise replied that he moved the print- my Navy and Forts of the United
States soldiers. The Chief has employed expected you will make it known to the De relaxation of the epiglottis, and thus render ai ing of the paper that had been read by the and for testing improvements and model,
that line of the National defence,^
George W. Paschal to prosecute the offen partment, that the only effectual remedy may surgical operation for removing it unnecessa. Clerk, and imputed the question to the maldl
ders, and suggests that an appropriation be lie applied. I will not continue in office ry. In this cutting the windpipe, no danger• ice and ill feeling ol the gentleman toward they report by bill or otherwise.
The House then adjourned to Monday.
made to pay the expenses of such prosecu those who will not themselves give their time need be apprehended to any large blood ves the President. He explained the probable
tion.
and attention to the discharge of its duties, or sel, for none are found directly in front, of it. manner in which the Message in that form'
An aged Cherokee named Te-nu-oa last who violate or suffer violations of the rules of This siwple operation, which any body can had reached the gentleman’s desk. He then
Tennessee Senators. On the 30th nb
winter killed a white man in Washington lhe Department in opening and distributing perform, will invariably save every patient in briefly and with much Spirit adverted to the the Tennessee Senate, by a majority 0( “
county, Arkansas. The Indian has been lhe mail.
such cases. By cutting lhe windpipe as low charges of treason and perfidy recently brought vote, adopted a resolution to anooint IL
tried and convicted ; but his counsel have ob
It is also desirable that you observe the de as possible, the glottis will be avoided.—Bos against the President, and averred that they kins L. Turney, a Democrat, one of the Sen’
tained a new trial. Certain Cherokees have portment of all carriers and drivers of mails, ton Times.
were as groundless as that of the President’s ators m Congress. On lhe following da'
employed three lawyers to defend him, and and report any misconduct, arising from wilful
authorizing the printing this advertisement Dec. 1, the following proceeding took nJ’
the Chief submits whether they ought not negligence or carelessness and inattention,
1 1
Remarkable Preservation. A child of with his Message. The motion to print was as related by the Nashville Whig
to be paid from the public treasury. (We! to their employers and the Department.
“The long agony is over!” This after
Mr. E. H. Adams, of this village, aged twen then carried.
cannot see why, since the jurisdiction of the
Many complaints having been made against ty-one months, which has endured a long
The unfinished business of yesterday, the noon a message was transmitted from th
Arkansas Courts is undisputed.)
the agents or travelling Postmasters on rail- .and
.........
—
distressing
sickness, a few ««v»
days bhiuu
since msdis- motion of Mr. Cost Johnson, was by that gen House of Representatives, non concurring
The Chief states that there is due to the road routes, you are expected to observe the charged from his bowels three common-sized tleman so modified as to provide for the the resolution of the Senate to elect Honkin
Cherokees from the United States about $1,- conduct of such as may fall within the range suspender buttons, three small ones, one but- adoption for fifteen days, of the rules of the L. Turney a Senator in Congress, to serve
nv/tje; LUIOV Ollicill UI’.CO, V1JV IJUI*
800.000 to $2,000,000 beside a National Fund of your supervision.
ton mould, one pearl button—and most re last Congress (inclusive of the 21st) and for out the unexpired term of the Hon. Pel!,
of $514,000, a School Fund of $201,138, and
Information has been communicated to markable, a piece of cork, of the size of a making the repoi t of lhe Committee on Rules Grundy. Mr. Speaker Turney then calle
an Orphan Fund of $50,000; [total more than this Department, that drivers and carriers of
is now
doing well.
.
‘
--------------- -- ----- .
1 lit, small walnut ! The child
I Ht in
IIWVV uomg
wen. the special order of the day for Thursday, up his resolutions to go into the election o'
Two Millions and a Half—and this is but an the mad, on lhe more distant and unimpor- When or how he swallowed them is unknown and until the subject is decided ; and on this Senators in Congress. The blank in t|le
item of the heavy
incurred and taut routes,
areI:.....
in the
kfi mobligations
Ih.;.
“'"i
u.o habit
uaon of
ui carrying
eurrymg fetters
leuers May h, not be that many children die from a he moved lhe previous question, which, after first resolution to meet the House of Renre
1
‘ rv .S
7........... k ' a.n.‘!1____ ________
Woidl
1 i
7.?fJaW* .,hereI,y l.esse™’S "le in“llse ?~iroonsockd Palrwl.
some conversation as to lhe (act whether it sentatives m their hall, to elect a Senator fw
Woodbury dynasty, who now basely clamor j come of the Department, ns vms may ne
As this may be
was not yesterday moved, was called for by six years to succeed the Hon. A. Anderson,
against the Whigs for creating a National done in ignorance ol the law, you will inform
the House. The motion was then carried by was filled up with the «2d December,” and
New York Canal. The Buffalo Com
Debt !] He recommends that these sums be and instruct the contractors to charge the
Yeas 97, Nays 95; and thus this ungoverna the blank in the Second Resolution, to elect
obtained and in part distributed among the carriers
carriers and
and drivers
drivers not
not toto violate
violate the
the law
law inin mercial
,
. , of the 27th ult. says
- that the frost of
— ble body, especially when excited on the sub a Senator to fill out the unexpired term ol
bur lhat
that the interest of the School this
this particular.
particular. r~The act of 1825 section 20 ! then,ght Preced’»g lhat di‘y was almost se- ject of Abolition, is brought temporarily un the Hon. Felix Grundy, was filled with 3d
1People,
eople, but
tv..«.J 1.^
___ J* . I
.
■
Ice was
Fund be immediately
and.......
inflexibly devoid
directs
that all carriers shall deliver such let-1 vere
X8re enough .tto
0 close the
lhe canal.
canaL
—
der the government of rules, although much December.
to lhe
diffu ters, whether sealed or
the maintenance
maintenancp of
nf Schools
Sohnnk and^the
nn.i
...............
i • to ..the first. \ formed
unsealed
^Ol,ne(^ unon
uPon Jit1 more than half an inph
inch thirU
thick,
Both resolutions were adopted-Ayes 13
excitement and confusion may be anticipated
sion of the blessings of Education to every Post Office at which they arrive after receiv-i a,.h’ was
difficulty lhat boats were urg when the subject of their permanent adoption Nays 12 ; Mr. Turney voting in the affirma
neighborhood and fireside.
ing them, and the Postmaster is directed to et l'Jroue^ *f«
tive. The resolutions were (hen transmitted
comes up.
The Message concludes as follows :
rate and charge the postage.
Rules having been adopted, on motion of to the House of Representatives, and adopted,
Mississippi. The opposition party have a
11 Our national fund is believed to be suf
if you become satisfied that any Post Office
Mr. Briggs it was resolved lhat the several In the House, the resolutions were carried by
ficiently large fora strictly economical sup is not of public utility, and not required for large majority in both Houses of the Legisla
Standing Committees named in the said rules (a strict party vote. We congratulate our
port of government, if judiciously managed. the public accommodation, you will repoit ture. One of the candidates on the Whig
be appointed by the Speaker; and then 12 readers on the settlement of this “vexed
“ It is believed that many, very’ many of that fact, and the reasons for the opinion.
ticket, Mr. Galloway, is elected Secretary of
o
’clock having been fixed as the hour of meet question,” which has almost exclusively oc
the Cherokee People have just claims on the
Upon the active exertion and vigilant su Slate, in consequence of a split among the ing, until otherwise ordered, lhe House ad cupied the attention qfboth Houses for near
United States for spoliations, which are un pervision of the Special Agents of this De opposition party. The Vicksburg Advertiser
ly two months.
journed.
provided for by any Treaty stipulation. partment, mainly depend the regularity, se advises him to resign.
From the complicated nature of these claims, curity and efficiency of mail transportation,
Losses by Banks. The Saco Democrat
Wednesday, Dec. 8. The Senate adopted
they could only be provided for by some and I cannot too strongly impress upon you
We understand that two vessels, loaded I
publishes a long list of bank losses by defal
general stipulation with the United States. the importance and high responsibility of with provisions and clothing, left this port on j' a joint resolution for the election of two Chap cations, running away of officers, tellers, bad
Would it not be advisable for the Council to your stations. It is to you lhe Postmaster Wednesday, for Truro, foi? the relief of the lains to interchange weekly during the ses debts, etc., making over forty-two millions,
sion; which was concurred in by the House.
consider the propriety of taking immediate General must look for accurate information inhabitants of that ,place,, who __
_________
have
suffered The Senate were in session about ten min all within a year or two, which bank stock
measures for lhe adjustment of these claims ? upon all subjects pertaining to the out-door [ seve,’e*y ^,o,n the storm in the early part of utes.
holders have suffered, and concludes thus:
“In conclusion, we have much reason to operations of the Department.
Give your I October.
of the cargoes is prohawiuuci. The value of
With this sad array of fifty millions of dol
return thanks to a kind Providence, for the efficient aid, and I do not despair of making i; bly about 800 dollars. IIn addition
In the House, on motion of Mr. Tillinghast, lars drawn from the earth by labor, ami
to this,
‘ ‘
blessings of the past year. Our People have the Post Office Department eminently useful a^)0,,t $4000 in cash have been collected, and j a joint resolution was adopted, providing that squandered by Bankers and speculators, star
been blessed with unusual health ; those who and popular.
a Committee of three he appointed to join ing them in the face, still there are men who
r
1 ’ generous purpose.
forwarded
for this
have industriously cultivated lhe earth, have
Very respectfully,
We also learn that soon after the gale, lhe such Committee as may be appointed on the have the boldness, the consummate impu
been blessed with a fruitful harvest. No dif
inhabitants of Provincetown, which place part of the Senate, to direct the expenditures dence. to demand another National BankYour obedient servant,
ficulty has occurred to mar our peace with
also had suffered somewhat during the storm, of the Library moneys.
C. A. WICKLIFFE.
by which they can collect together from all.
the People of the contiguous Stales, and the
After some conversation as to the business classes of society, fifty or a hundred millions
with a noble spirit which reflects honor on
Indians of the surrounding tribes. Our peo
Fatal Duels.
We regret to record two lhe citizens of that town, promptly contribu to be taken up, Mr. Caruthers asked permis money to be scattered again to lhe four winds
ple have shown every disposition to submit more victims at the shrine of the insatiable ted 450 dollars for the immediate relief of the sion to introduce to the House, the subject of of heaven, to derange the affairs of the coun
to our laws as they are known and approved. Moloch of Duelling. Yesterday, encounters inhabitants of Truro.—Mercantile Journal.
a disagreement between himself and Mr. try, create panic, bring ruin, distress and in
In our infant state, uf course our legislation took place between four gentlemen of this
Dawson of Louisiana, as to their respective solvency. upon thousands, and eventually
must be imperfect. Such new laws or altera- | city —all of them highly respectable and hon
We learn that on Saturday it was discov rights to the desk in the House, formerly oc destroy the liberties of our country. Will
lions as your wisdom shall dictate, will re orable. In both instances the result was fa ered that there was a defalcation in lhe ac cupied by the Hon. John Sergeant, which
lhe people submit to such a crying iniquity.
ceive the sanction of the acting Principal tal. The weapons used were, we understand, count of the Teller of the Eagle Bank in this was claimed by Mr. Caruthers on the ground
Does not the Saco Democrat recollect that
Chief.
small swords. rl wo of the combatants were city. It was ascertained on investigation that of a transfer to him, by Mr. Sergeant, and all these immense losses have occurred since
“ May your deliberations be guided by a well known members of lhe mercantile com he had been improperly using the funds of was also claimed by Mr. Dawson, both of
we had a National Bank, and that nothing
sense of justice, and an humble reliance on munity. Can neither reason nor law arrest the Bank, by loaning money on securities which gentlemen had agreed to refer this like it occurred when we had one ? Does
a beneficent Providence.”
these miscalled “ affairs of honor
New ' pledged with him.
important
matter
to
the
decision
of
the
House.
It is apprehended, from
any one forget that the example of plunder
Orleans Bee, Nov. 19.
the result of such examination of the ac Some conversation arose on the subject, and and robbery and swindling and defalcation
Henry Clay has decided that the exigen
counts as time has allowed, that the Bank will Mr. Stanly offered a resolution declaring that was first set by the swarm of officers ap
cies of the country do not permit him at this
Going Home. The Commercial Adverti lose from twenty-five to forty thousand dol Mr. Caruthers was entitled to the desk.
pointed by Gen. Jackson, whose defalcations
time to withdraw from the public service. ser says that the Indians are arriving safely lars.—Boston Daily Adv.
Farther remarks were made by several in a short time amounted to two millions of
The Lexington (Ky.) Intelligencer of the 23d at their home in the Far West. The steam
members, numbers of whom claimed the dollars, besides a vastly greater sum of which
says—
er Little Rock reached Little Rock on the
The Bank of Bennington, Vt. An in floor at lhe same time ; and among whom they robbed the treasury by collusive con
“ We are happy to be able to state, that 4ih ult. and passed up, having on board two junction has been issued by the Court of Mr. Charles Brown of Pennsylvania with his tracts, in which the accounts were squared,
Mr. Clay’s health is entirely restored, and to hundred, and seven Seminole Indians, sixty Chancery of Vermont, against this bank, and accustomed vehemency, eloquence and earn but the government cheated ? All these tre
inform his friends that he leaves Ashland in of whom were warriors, the remainder wom Gen. Henry Robinson and Nathan H. Bottum estness, opposed the resolution. The resolu mendous evils which the Democrat enumer
a few days for Washington City, where wej en and children, destined for their future have been appointed receivers, who are to tion was adopted, and the desk given to Mr. ates, are the fruits of loco foco doctrines and
Among them J close up the affairs of the Bank according to II Caruthers.
have no doubt he will remain as long as his homes, West of Arkansas.
loco foco experiments, and were wholly un
I A resolution was adopted furnishing for the known before the modern school of Fanny
services can be of any benefit, to his country. were the two noted hostile chiefs, Wild Cat the Revised Statutes.
The rumor, that he only waits the meeting of and Hospitika.
members three daily papers during the ses Wright democracy commenced its operations
the Legislature to tender his resignation, is
The net revenue of the Erie Canal, for the sion.
and acquired power. There is another thing
unfounded. It is not possible that Mr. Clay
Progress of Temperance.
An exten year 1841, will be more than 20 per cent, on
The House, then, after a session of nearly too; very little of these losses falls on the la
should at this time, when, above all others, sive sale of choice wines, the stock of Mr. its original cost; and at the same time, the 1an hour, adjourned.
boring classes. Capitalists are the losers,
his counsel is needed, retire from his post, John Vaughan, in Philadelphia, took place in Utica and Schenectady Railroad, and the Au
though this is no extenuation of roguery.
and yield the citadel to the enemy.”
that city last week. The National Gazette burn and Rochester Railroad, nearly along
Thursday, Dec. 9. In the Senate, on mo But what need we expect but individual vilsays, the gross sale did not quite reach $16,- side of the Canal, have done a very profitable tion of Mr. Wright, the rule requiring the lany, when entire Slates ftepudiate their,
Hon. John Bell, with his family, reached 000 ; the cost of the wines when put into the business.
'election of the Committees by the Senate, debts?—-Kennebec Journal.
his home in this city, on Friday night, in store, (exclusive of evaporation since and in
was suspended, and their appointment given
steamboat, from Washington. He was wait terest) amounted to near $30,000, showin« a
to the President. The Senate then adjourn
A Catholic College in the Woods
The old Cotton Factory at Wilhams-ville ed to Monday.
ed upon, on Saturday afternoon, bv a com positive loss of nearly $14,000. The very
of Maine. A few years since, the Catholic
or
the
“
Upper
Factory
”
as
it
is
called,
two
mittee of invitation, delegated by the general finest of the wines, including most of the pri- '
In the House, Hon. Joseph R. Ingersoll, ( Bishop, Rev. Mr. Fenwick, purchased a half
committee of arrangement, appointed at the vp.te stock, were taken by a wealthy Philadel miles from Dover, is a building of wood,
Representative
elect from Pennsylvania, vice ' township of wild land, number 2, 5th Range,
erected
in
1815,
and
is
four
stories
high
in

Public Meeting at the City Hall, on the 9th phian.
‘
’
cluding the attic. The machinery in this. John Sergeant, resigned, appeared, was qual on the Aroostook Road, for the purpose of
inst. with a tender of a hearty welcome from
establishing a college for the education of the
Factory is soon to be all removed, we under ified, and took his seat.
his old friends and constituents of Davidson
The Post Office Department at Washing
Mr. Fillmore made an unsuccessful attempt young. Several of the lots have been sold
county, and the compliment of a public din ton was removed last week to the* beautiful stand, to Sanford, Me. and the building ap
to settlers who have made a vigorous begin
ner at such time as will best suit his conve new marble building, just completed for its propriated to some other use, or taken down. to offer a resolution referring to the regular ning in farming and now make quite an ap
nience. A reply to this invitation will be accommodation, on E street, between 7th There is however a considerable Falls at that Standing Committees, the appropriate parts 1
place, and a good water privilege.—Dover of lhe President’s Message, and to Select 1pearance of thrift.
returned in the course of a few days.— Nash and 8th.
A large two story wooden building has
Gazette.
Committees, the subjects of ihe Sixth Cen
ville Whig.
sus and Apportionment of Representatives, !been erected, and is about finished. It is the
intention to erect wings to the main building,
Com. Stewart, late of Philadelphia, has
Senator Fleming. Some anxiety having
Naval Station.
We learn from good of lhe Currency, Exchanges and a Fiscal '
probably the next season. On the college
been expressed for the safety of this gentle°- been ordered to hoist his broad pennant on authority that a naval rendezvous is about to Agent, and of the Smithsonian Legacy.
Mr. Lawrence of Pennsylvania announced lot about one hundred acres have been clear
man on account of his long absence from board the Independence, at New York, the be established here, and that the United States
home, it gives us pleasure, says the Philadel flag ship of the Home Squadron, without de brig Consort now at New York will be sta to the House the death of a respected col ed, and several families are settled upon it.
We learn that several young men have
phia Gazette, to learn that his friends have lay f Com. Read has been ordered to take tioned here as a receiving ship, and to be un league, Judge Black, late a representative
been educated in Europe as teachers for this
received letters from him, dated Burlington, the place of Com. Stewart, as Commandant der the command of our townsman, Com from the District formerly occupied by the late
college, who on their return will commence
Iowa, Nov. 7, stating that he had just return of the Philadelphia Navy Yard.
mander J. T.. Paine. The Consort is to leave Hon. Charles Ogle. He died suddenly at his
Mr. L. pro teaching at the college, under the direction,
ed from Black River, a distance of 600 miles
New’ York for this port immediately.—Port residence on lhe Sth Nov. ult.
nounced an animated and thrilling eulogium probably, of fhe Rev. Bishop.
above St. Louis, and that he would be home
The New York Herald says the Prince de land. Advertiser.
Thus in the attractive region of lhe Aroos
on the character, public and private, of the
by the 1st of December.
Joinville refused to accept the Life Boat
deceased, who had been lhe companion of took, amidst the wildness of nature, the main
Kennebec Frozen Over. The Kenne
which the merchants had prepared to give
building of a college has been erected,and
W illiamson and Smith. These two no him. His father, Louis Phillippe, on his bec froze over the last night in November. his boyish days, the associate of his riper the
foundation of a great religious education
torious individuals, charged with burglary leaving France, enjoined on him to accept no The Thermometer stood, on that occasion, in years, and an intimate and valued friend. He
concluded by offering the following resolu al establishment been laid.
and larceny, were on Thursday morning put presents.
various situations along the river, from 3 to 8 tion, which was unanimously adopted :
The Pioneer to the “ granary of the north,’’
upon their trial in the Philadelphia Sessions
degrees above zero. Good reason this, for
as the fertile valley of the Aroostook has been
and they made no defence. The several bills
Resolved,
x
hat
this
House
have
heard
with
The Ice Trade. The Bunker Hill Au the river freezing over.
against them have been submitted to the jury
deep regret the announcement of the death called, will find in the deep woods the cross
rora states that Mr. Tudor is building a new
and verdicts rendered against each for larce ice house al Fresh Pond, near the terminus of
of the Hon. Henry Black, late a Member of erected, and an institution established for
Bangor Embargoed.
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sat*sf«ction, generally, with the views announ bunk-port.
Silas Barnard
6065 Olis Hayford
2700 purchase, become the lawful owner of all said
good assortment of
’a
,E,eCled'
Scattering 1967.
ced by the President, in this document. Its
demands, of every name and nature whatsoever
Broadcloths ; Cassi meres ; Sattinetts:
tone and temper aie kind and conciliatory
tiJr
e
IaW
°
f
,aS
!
™
inter
required
a
return
to
More Forgeries. It was ascertained, in
JAMES
K.
REMICH
Flannels ; Green Booking ; Asphaltam ’
throughout. It gives a very plain and intelli
he Governor and Council of the whole numHardtimes; Merino ; CarnbleteL ;
'
v
JAMES W. BARTER.
gible exposition of the National affairs—and, New York, last week, that the firm of Kirk bei of ballots for Senators, etc. Many of the
Kennebunk, December II, 1841.
English and American Fancy Printson some of its topics, we are very agreeably & Johnston, of that city, had passed then- towns have misunderstood the law, and have
disappointed with lhe course which is taken. own paper within a few weeks, with the en simply added together the votes of all the
Sil^:';' NmiJeenli;ngS; C°l0red Ca‘“b’'!csf
The doctrines and the opinions promulgated dorsement of John Johnston forged upon it Senators, leaving the number of ballots as
Ladies’and Gents’ Comforters :
are thorough going Whig.
uncertain as before.
Were the Governor
ceived and for sale by
CpmR’Sr?M-T-rim,ning8for CoatsJ
The views the President takes of our di to an amount exceeding fifty thousand dol and Council to construe the return literally
t
, r.
JAMES LORD.
Gents Kid Mittmgs and Gloves ;
plomatic relations with England, appear to lars. Mr. Johnston has been arrested, but n„v Y,Re Y’ l'vre ."'°Uld be n° cfl0ice in
Kennebunk, Dec. 9, 1841.
Ladies Kid Gloves;
us as very appropriate. They evince a strong Mr. Kirk, who committed the forgeries, has any of the large districts. We have conseFanCHdkfk?’ P°ngee’and 8™<lanna Silk
desire for the preservation of peace, at the absconded. The firm of Kirk & Johnston qnently not stated the whole number, and
same time they are clothed in languaoe
the
exact
number
necessary
for
a
choice,
Suspendei-s; Stockings; Umbrellas ;
which leaves no doubt of a firm détermina- have for some years been doing business in as the Governor and Council had not finally
Gw°D a®ortment of Ledgers, Journals,
Beached Sheeting and Shirting;
Don, on the part of our Executive, to main that city as Grocers and Commission Mer acted on the matter and completed the record -CM. Wastes, Day Books, Quarto and Octa
Bleached Drilling;
®
) vo Account Books. Just received, by
tain the true interest and the honor of the chants, and Mr. John Johnston had occasion Kenned Jo,'S'
Unbleached Sheeting and Shining;
country.
Ir
f
.
r.
D
REMICH.
ally, from friendly feelings toward them, en
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
Tick mgs, &C.&C.
The institution proposed for tbe manage
dorsed their paper to a small amount.
A
lars!e assoi tment of CROCKERY
ment of the finances and lhe currency of the
. We understand that Judge Whitman re
AND GLASS WARE. GROCERIES ¿f
country, will not meet the views of those
signed the office of District Judge on the
Arrest. Ralph Thompson, one of the
Stuf t&lLrSandOi'!
Oil; Dye
who are desirous to see a strong and efficient
•
i
ui me ninth inst. and on the tenth was duly corn
NE Case Women’s Calfskin Shoes, just
Bank established, and who believe that the firm of- George
F. Cook
Co., lately impli- ’Tni^onedaS Chief Justice of the Supreme
----- ev, vo.,
lately &impli
received and for sale by
Men’s thick Boots and Shoes *
only means by which lhe disordered moneta cated
^’-t m the frauds upon the
■
- Bank
Eagle
of, Judicial Court, and took the oaths prescribed
T,
.
,
JAMES LORD.
Ladies’Kid Walking Shoes ;
ry system of our country can be restored to a Boston, was arrested in New York last week by law to qualify him to discharge tne duties
Kennebunk, Dec. 9, 1841.
Childrens’ thick and thin Shoes :
sound and healthful state. We are decided
ot the same.
India Rubber Shoes.
ly of opinion, however, that such an institu and committed. Twenty-one thousand dol
Also—By the subscribers, about 40 hhds
tion as is proposed in the Message would be lars, m checks and drafts, were found upon
urPde.,stand that the nomination
Coarse Salt. 1000 lbs Sood Cheese
“
advantageous to the country—would tend to him.
ot the Hon. Daniel Goodenow, to the office of’ I fi;AMI,: ’J110 !he enclosure of the subscriber,
mahogany bureaus
LY e?rIy4?, thelas‘ '"»nth, two Sheep and
render lhe currency much better than it is at
Judge
of
the
District
Court
for
the
Western
We learn from the Journal of Commerce,
The above articles can be sold as cheap
present—and would disconnect the manage
ft SJkCt’ ^uS i?nfirmed on Saturday last, and a Lamb. 1 be owner is requested to prove lor cash as any in the vicinity.
"
ment of the money of the Government from that Thompson and his partner, George F. that he will this inorning_take the oaths re property, pay charges and take them away
Cook, have been discharged, by the Recor quisite to qualify him to enter upon the disOAKES & COUSENS.
the Executive influence.
v
.
>
JOSEpH KIMBALL.
Kennebunk, Nov. 30,
There is one point of Whig policy upon der of Netv York, on bail of one thousand Ad^ofltlh dUt‘eS °f lhS office-~^orto^
Kennebunk, Dec. 9,1841.
which the President has committed himself dollars each, the prisoners having surrender
—and that is, the protection of our domestic
manufactures and domestic labor, by discrim ed the money and securities in their posses
On Wednesday night last, TJEN, Pocket and Jack KNIVES-a great rpHOSE indebted to the subscriber for
sion belonging to the Boston Banks.
inating duties on imports.—Boston Allas.
says the Hallowell Cultivator, two children JL
variety of patterns, among them the.
„ Newspapers, who prefer paying Wood
of Henry Roby of East Monmouth, one aged articieSreSS KniVes
four 1>lades.-a superior to Cash, are requested to haul it in the course
The N. Y. Commercial says—« We mis
From Mexico. Accounts from the Mex- id ami the other 15 years, were drowned aruc,eof» few weeks. Those who have promised
take exceedingly if it do not prove one of
w i e s atmg on the Winthrop Great Pond.
Scissors—
bcvuiui sizes, ana some
‘»W ■Woon a"!1„C10unt,y Produce, and neg
5—several sizes, and some of sunelhe most acceptable Executive Messages ev-1j ¡can capital to Nov. 7 have been received 1 hey were accompanied by their elder broth- rior quality.
VTPhic
*
This rlatf
day *♦#-»<»,1
received, L.
by
lect this call, will be required to pay Cash
er spread before the American people. Not I It appears that the vanguard of the Texan er,.who likewise broke through the ice, but
J
~ LL
without < elay.
JAMES K. REMICH
v
D.
REMICH.
indeed that we ourselves approve of every |J Santa Fe expedition, numbering one hundred being older and stronger escaped.
KeiipebunK, Dec. 2.
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
d'la”« lthaSaTthj°^inBast
T"’
having taken possession of the city
declare that, in the main, ils suggestions are
Biennial Legislature. The act of the
wise and judicious; and that as a whole, it is
ftanta re, were captured by the Mex- Iqst session of the General Assembly of Geor
ANTED immediately a smart, active
one of the most unexceptionable documents ,cans‘ The Mexican account says they sur- gia, io change
o the
_________
«C4iISIU
meetings
of the Legislairnme(4‘iately a BARROW
Lad, from fourteen to sixteen years
eLmlnafionhaVe 6Ver faHen Under our i rendered at discretio^ a«d that the same fateln^
ptsed
/ J PIG, weighing from forty to one huna
ge,
—
as
an
Apprentice
to
the
Tailoring
eM,ninat,°“awails >ho rest of the expeditton.
I StTv^'Tt
VCS of tbat
Pr!nte7UDilS ~F°r pa,liculars ellquire Qf
Busmess
S. WHITTEN.
CTiate oy a vote of 176 yeas to 8 nays,
Kennebunk, Dec. 4.
Kennebunk, Dec. 4,
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Brandrctli’s Pills.

A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
proved by the experience of thousands to
fhCtOrV.
m
J
V
— HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL- be, when properly persevered with, a certain
POET1Ï
milE subscriber continues to ^®qufacl„7,eh JolSand TP
SAM
ra
baivI is believed to be deservedly the most cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
York ss.—Nov. 17, 1841.
_ SAM
Y virtue of an execution in my hands for 1 every description, at his residence al d e ok. stand popular
Medicine ever known in America, for all having the same origin, and invariably arise
3 TE MP ¿RANCE H Y M N
opposite
c
2
64,
No.
305,
Washington
b
1
colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
O collection, against Timothy Holmes and uiaiice in Temple Avenue-up stairs.) A^^’Vidu Coughs,
(
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
Air—“ Bruces Address.''
Thomas Holmes of Berwick, in said County, als can see him alone, al any lune
afford- 1
yeomen, I l.ave taken on execution and shall
Having had twenty years’ experience he »as attor« (eVThekVnegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been tion of the BLOOD.
Friends of freedom! swell the song ’.
In a period of little more than three years in
sell at public vendue, on THURSDAY, the! ed relief to three ^««^nd persons,
Young and old the strain prolong !
All may rest assured of£ ef who
•very extensively used for about twelve years ; the United States, they have restored to asíate of
thirtieth day of December next, at the Post.; years.
Trusses
ofhis
manufacture,
tie
is
now
e
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
Make the Temperance army strong !
Office in South Berwick, in said County, at can give every individual rebel w,ho^a>’ "a
So universally popular has this article oecome THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
And on to victory !
two o’clock in the afternoon, all the estate,’ [FFThe public are cautioned against th
Y that it may now be considered as a standard arti incurable by physicians of the first rank and
rioht, title and interest which the said limo-• q„S> who promise whet they c,asn""K'e, more or cle in a larae part of the United States and Brit standing, and in many cases when every other
u„ ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
Lift your banners, let them wave—
thv Holmes has to redeem the following de■ Having.»on.the differentk,nds »<J
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
.
.
Onward march a world to save;
scribed real estate with the buildings thereon, less that have been offered to tne puun^
by them, considering it the most safe as well as
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
years, from differenti patent
viz
a certain farm situate in Lerwick, m tweiHJ
certain
remedy
for
the
above
complaints,
l
he
Who would fill a drunkard’s grave,
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
now continues to wear those of h
.
. rupture,
Proprietors
have
received,
and
are
receiving
said
county,
containing
one
hundred
and
he
is
now
able
to
decide,
after
examin
g
r
P
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
And bear his infamy ?
\Îd will numerous recommendations from many of our tional or from some immediate cause, whether
twenty acres, more or less, on Tear Shirt what sort of Truss is best to
best
Physicians,
who
make
use
of
it
in
their
prac

occur
;
and
he
has
on
hand
as
elsewhere.
it be from internal or external injury, it win be
Road,
so
called,
and
bounded
by
lands
of
Shrink not when the foe appears ;
Krnish any kind of Truss that can be
^Xh_ tice. The names of a few individuals who have cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
Peter Stillings, lands lately owned by Adam Any person who purchases a truss a
Spurn the coward’s guilty fears ;
.veii given their testimony in favor of this article are
This great principle of “PURGING
m
Goodwin, lands of Jeremiah Lord and other ment; if it does not suit, can exchange until the> are « ell
Hear the shrieks, behold the tears
here subjoined, and for a more full account see sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
lands, and consists of two tracts lying on both suited, without additional charge.
,vpntv different
Of ruined families !
found much more convenient to take an occa
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty dmerenj the envelope to the bottle.
sides of a tract of land lately owned by Ad
sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
John Bealh, of■ Doct. Amory Hunting, D“*'
am Goodwin, deceased, and is also bounded kinds of Trusses, among wh.,chi
“ Timothy Baylies, ;well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
Raise the cry in-every spot:
“ Truman Abell,
in part by lands of Reuben Goodridge, lands kinds similar to those that the late i . advertised in
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
jblistered, and salivated—with the certainty that
“ Touch not, taste not, handle not!”
,
“ Thomas Brown,
lately owned by William Guptil, deceased,
“ Albert Guild.
if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
“
William
Perry,
Who would be a drunken sot ’.
lands of George Guptil, and other lands, and
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
AN INTERESTING CASE.
The worst of miseries.
5« tho whole of lhe homestead lately owned
to-------is benefited is your Doctor.
Look at the
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, who
difference between the appearance of those two
re and pivot Truss ; umbihUlster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
Give the aching bosom rest;
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A persons-one has been treated by your regular
Carry joy to every breast ;
of land situate in said Berwick, containing £
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
Make the wretched drunkard blest,
thirteen acies, more or less, and bounded by s
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring o is, see how the shadow of death throws his
1835 The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
lands of Frederic Hayes and others, and is L
By living soberly.
,
time with the consumption. His Physicia” see how he trembles in every limb; his eyes
the same which Joseph Holmes purchased IÆs^ ÆÎp’suÎ'.li.e? «»ich bave —d Iona
had”’given him up. He was reduced so low as to sunk ; his teeth deslroyed-his constitution,
Raise the glorious watchword high :
of Samuel Clements and conveyed to Thom S
!be unable to help himself, and was raising a perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
as Holmes. Conditions &c. at sale.
“ Touch not, taste not, till you die 1”
larire quantity of blood, when he commenced the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He
MARK
E.
MARSHALL,
D.
Sheriff.
Let the echo reach the sky,
using the Balaam, which effected a complete cure says “ most inveterate case of Liver com
And earth keep jubilee !
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
Energetic measures! i.e
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he dies saved him.”
OWOs has promised me a more detailed account of his Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
God of mercy; hear us plead ;
York ss. November 17,1841.
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
case, which I will forward you. C. S. LLAY.
For thy help wo intercede ;
Y virtue of an execution in my hands
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Kingston, N. Y. June 25,1838.
for collection, against Moses Abbott,
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
And how many bosoms bleed,
°
Ar<ryle, Nova Scotia.
Trusses -—also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
now commorant of Berwick, in said county,
1 Any kind of Trusses repaired al short notice, and
And heal them speedily.
tn the winter of 1837 and 1838,1 was seized erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
yeoman, I have taken on execution and shall
with a violent cough which continued two or called curing. Shocking folly !
Let us now look at your “purged man-lhe
sell at public vendue, at the Post Office in
Hasten, Lord, the glorious day,
three months. My cough was so severe that 1
South Berwick, in said County of York, on he waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the abo\e place. was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours man who has taken Brandreth's P.lls for Liver
When, beneath thy gentle ray,
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
THURSDAY, the thirtieth day of December Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business
Temperance all the world shall sway,
strength, his countenance is clear
I. flesh and strength and my appetì te gon «- One conscious
,
next,
at
two
o
’
clock
in
lhe
afternoon,
all
the
16
The
subscriber
makes
and
keeps
on
hand
steeled
And reign triumphantly I
and
serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
,
estate, right, title and interest which the said shoes for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing thisI of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetai)
the feelim* of new life and animation; he has
Moses Abbott has to redeem the following' every’ week for children and infants, in this city, and Pulmonary Balsam, which ho would not sell. ,been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
THE MOUNTAIN PINE.
described real estate, viz :-a certain tract or' from out oGhe city. Specimens of his workmansh.p’ He however loaned it to me til! I could procure ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, und
him another. I experienced
"'*e'
be seen at the manufactory.
parcel of land, situate in said Berwick, con• mav
The straight-limbed pine, the mountain pine,’
He likewise informs individuals he will not make from it. The first opportunity I had I procured soon rose without any injury being sustained
I
their
cXlàinUkhown
to
any
one,
except
when
he
t
taining thirty-four acres, more or less,
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
On Chimborazo’s brow,
more ofit, and to the use of it i1
with the buildings thereon, and is bounded1 petmiUeTloreferiolbem-it beinga mtsfortnne, and ervation of my life.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
JAMES W, LENOX.
His branches ever greenly shine,
entirely recovered the attack : because his
by Cranberry Meadow Road, by lhe Lane young persons
°FOSTER.
Dec. 17,1838.
Amid eternal snow.
blood and fluids have become purified, and bavleadin’” from said road, by lands in possession
Boston,
March,
1841.
in<r purged away the old and impure fluids, the
of John M. Hanson and Samuel Buller and
counterfeits, beware of imposition!
His comrade is the Eagle free,
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
lands of Simeon Spencer, and is the same
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
The child of sun and cloud,
Boston, Jan. 7, 183o.
wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson down by useless particles, but has renewed his
premises which Enoch Abbott has heretofore
Who on his brow undaunted sits,
Having had occasion to observe, that some persons jRefd. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU- life and body both.
...
occupied. Also, one other tract or parcel of afflicted
g
with
Hernia
have
suffered
much
from
the
The principle of purging with Brandreth s
When thunders speak aloud.
land, situate in said Berwick, containing want of a skilful workman in accommodating 1 russes 1N|rrThe outside Yellow Label will have, on Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
twenty-three acres, more or less, and is boun rn the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken, pams o
He hears the roaring avalanche,
and after December 1839, in addition to^ hat of cayed particles from the body,-the morbid and
ded by lands of William Goodridge, Benja inform myself of lhe competency of .Mi. J- F- toSjeL ° 1
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut corrupt humors of the blood; those humors
Loosed from its frozen throne,
min Buller, lands now or lately owned by supply the deficiency occasioned by the deall? . o[
which cause disease—they impede the func
Beath
After
some
months
of
observation
of
his
work,
, one of his partners.
O’er mound and stream and deep ravine,
James Bradbury and lands of Jeremiah Lord. I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with ler
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo tions of the liver when they settle upon that
With thundering crash leap down.
Conditions &c. at sale.
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts o or^an, and which, when they settle upon the
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sheriff.
accommodating them to the variety of cases whl^ oc introduce spurious articles, which by partial y muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
He oft hath bathed his green clad arms
cur. 1 feel myself called upon to ¿ecommend him to assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs,pro
In Heaven’s effulgent glow,
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per- ted to mislead and deceive the public. Amon0 duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos
son well fitted to supply their wants >"
to these these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary tiveness
; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
,
While vivid lightnings leaped abodt,
important articles.
__ Johu C. Wakkes.
apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr- sels,
s
FTp AKEN on Execution (the
A thousand feet below.
• of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
York, ss.... |
same having been attach
1 hereby certify that 1 have, for several years past, up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter s Com- ,
who behold them.
. .
•
The frost-king shrieketh in his wrath,
ed on the original Writ) and will he sold at been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her: pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others Pur- all Yes,
purging these humors from the body is
and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and1 chasers should- enquire for the true article by its
To see that mountain pine,
Public Vendue, at my store in Kennebunk, nia
consider it far preferable to any other which I have em-’ whole name-THE VEGETABLE PULMO the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
in said County, on SATURDAY, the Fagh- p|oved.
While desolation marks his path,
James 1 hatcher, M. D
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
teenth day of December next, at two o clock
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
Still fresh and greenly shine.
and signatures of the genuine.
,
.
afternoon, all the right of Redeeming the
Each bottle and seal is stamped Vegetable is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Boston,
March
10,
1840.
But what cares he, that mountain tree,
known, and more and more appreciated.
Equitv of Redemption which Moses Clark, ot
Balsam.”
1 herebv certify, that 1 have known Mr. James F. Pulmonary
The cure by purging may more depend up
Wells, in said County, Esquire, has in and Foster,
[TFOne more Counterfeit, besides the
In good green doublet drest,
se'veral years last past, and have fr^net>.l ^emPurity
to the following Real estate, situated in said nloved him in the construction of 1 russes and other “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others on the laws which produce sweetness
For all the howling storms that sweep
Wells, and now occupied by the family ot apparatus for my patients, and have always found him above alluded to !-An attempt has been made to than may be generally imagined. Whatever
Across his hardy vest?
said Moses, and bounded and described in a ready capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion deceive the public by a spurious mixture called tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.” sometimes it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
May I be like that mountain tree I
Deed from Nathan Clark to said Moses Clark, for which 1 have employed bitm RAKj)itti M „
sio-ned Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson of constant exercise is seen.
being the same Land and buildings said Mo
Though age may pile its snow
When constant exercise cannot be used
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
ses conveyed to William A. Hayes, Esq. by
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them by any man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
Upon my head, still may my heart
his mortgage deed, dated April 25, 1839, and of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber, a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
Beat fresh and green below.
the right in Equity having been sold on Exe (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
cution to Walter Littlefield of said Wells.
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. of life, are kept free from those impurities
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, which would prevent its steady current minis
THE good packet Schooner (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Kennebunk, Nov. 17,1841.
MARTHA, Israel Crediford, Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
France and the United States are to
Master, having superior accom ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun ture which is thus assisted through the means
be more nearly allied by a line of steamers.
modations for Passengers, will try merchants generally in New England, and in and outlets which she has provided for herself.
The Courier des Etats Unis says that M. D Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
the principal places throughout the United States1
AKEN on execution, and
Aubigny, captain in the French navy, recent- ,
sail from—
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
will be sold at Public Auc* KENNEBUNK for BOSTON, and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
ly arrived at New-York, had been sent hith York, ss.
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
For sale by
at the store of Walter Littlefield, in
er by the Minister of Marine, for the special tion,
,
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
DANIEL REMICI!»
— and fr om —
Wells,
in
said
county,
on
Monday,
the
twen

purpose of investigating the actual condition
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
September
4,
1840.
__________
BOSTON
for
KENNEBUNK
of steam navigation in the United States, and tieth day of DECEMBER next, at two o Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson bts.
of studying the improvements that have been clock, afternoon, all the right in equity which every week, wind and weather permitting.
Samuel Goodwin, of said Wells, has to re For Freight or Passage apply to the Master
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
made.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
M. D’Aubigny is of opinion that the close deem the homestead farm where said Good on hoard.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
of 1842 may be assigned as the time al which win now lives, situated in said Wells, the
ff/^The Martha is furnished with extra
ENOCH
HARDY
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
a first line of four steam packets, between same being under the encumbrance of a rigging, etc. with particular reference to' runAS iust received a stock of ENGLISH
Neio Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
to Dr. E. G. Moore.
Havre and New-York, may be put in opera mortgage
nmg in lhe Winter months—which is worthy
§
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
AND AMERICAN DRY GOODS;
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
tion. Vessels, it is said, are already in a for
the consideration of shippers and passen
CROCKERY AND GLASS WARE; Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
ward state of progress, of the war model, but
Wells, Nov. 17.
ts
gers.
KTHow to be secure from Counterfeit fills
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
so constructed as to serve admirably in lime
Kennebunk, Oct. 2.
Iy
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
ETC. ETC. ETC.
of peace, for the transport of goods and the
Never purchase without being positively sure
—A good assortment of GROCER
conveyance of passengers. They will be
Schooner Nile.
IES and PROVISIONS—all of which will that the person selling has an Engraved cer
commanded by officers of the navy, as the
tificate
of Agency, and O’observe it lias been
E would once more, and for the last
THE new packet schooner
English vessels are. Their capacity is to be
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
time, in this cheap way, remind those "VwfcK NILE, Daniel Ward, Master, be sold low for cash.
Kennebunk, Nov. 20.
3w
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
about 1200 tons, and their power 500 horses.
indebted for Newspapers, Advertising and
/ÆI AWk
superior accommodations
M. D’Aubigny will set out in a few daysS Job Work, that unless their accounts are selholder are genuine.
,
for passengers, will sail from
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
for the South, whose principal rivers and sea'  tied immediately up to July 15, 1841, they
for BOSTON,
by
Mr.
J
ohn
O.
L
angley
,
my
only
Travelling
ports he will examine. He has given minutei will be left with an Attorney for collection,
HOMAS’ Farmers’ ALMANAC for 1842, Agent in Maine-or by ordering from my
— AND FROM —
attention to the steam frigates Missouri and without further notice, after December next.
fitted for the State of Maine.—For sale PrincipalNeio England Office,
BOSTON FOR KENNEBUNK,
Mississippi, at the navy yard on Long Island.
Also—All persons indebted by Note, are every week, during the present season, wind
by the gross, dozen, or single^opy^by
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
—JV. Y. Express.
j requested to pay the same immediately, We and weather permitting. F or Freight or I as
KEJVJVEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN & Co>
should regret the necessity of leaving any ot sage, apply tô
Kennebunk, Oct. 30.
tf
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
D. & S, WARD.
A Rich Woman. Christina, late Queen !our demands with an Attorney, and sincerely Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.________ _
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne^
Regent of Spain, is said to be worth about hope that necessity will be obviated, by a
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs,.
$20.000,000, besides a vast number of jewels, prompt attention to this call.
Berwick, S. Parks & Wilson,,.
gold and silver plate, and many other articles 1
v
JAMES K. REMICH.
Benoick, S. J. S T. Cushing«.
HE
public
are
informed
that
I
was
twen

■»LUEAmd Black Writing Fluid, of a suof value which she carried off from the pal
Buxton, H. McKenney.
ty-one years of age the fifteenth day of
Kennebunk, Nov. 13.
JO perior quality—for sale, by the dozen or
“
J. C. Lewis.
ace at Madrid. She is the richest woman of
last
August
—
and
of
course
my
earnings
are
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
single bottle, by
D. REMICH.
either ancient or modern times.
mv own, and such property as I now possess.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Kennebunk, Nov. 13.
y
AUGUSTUS MADDOX.
Kennebunk-jfart, S. H. Gould.
Education and Crime. It is stated that THE subscriber would respectfully inform
Kennebunk,,Nov. 22.
3w
Lebanon, James Brackett.
during the year 1840, the total number of
the citizens of Kennebunk, Kenne“
Frederic A. Wood & Cg,
persons convicted of felony, in England, was bunk-port, Wells and vicinity, that he has
Limerick, John Sanborn.
OUTH’S KEEPSAKE,
19,927 ; of these 4,105 were transported, of
Limington, Winburn Adams.
opened a
ANNUALETTE,
which number only 390 had received such
Limington, E. Henry Small.
BOOT AND SHOE STORE
YOUTH’S TOKEN.
an education as enabled them to read and
WILLIAM SAFFORD
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.,
All illustrated with handsome engravings,
understand the bible, the remaining 3,715 in Kennebunk village, and has taken a stand
JSewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
FFERS for sale—Buffalo Robes, from
and
beautifully
bound
in
embossed
cambric,
(till*
J
“
S.C. Adams.
being more or less, and the great majority opposite the store of Alexander Warren,
$2 50 to $6 00.
Parsonsfield, F. & E. H. Newbegin.
gilt edges.
wholly, uneducated.
near the Unitarian Meeting-house, where hee with
Fur Seal, Nutra, Muskrat, Coney, Hair,
_____
_
_
Annual
Register,
and
House

“
William Stackpole,
The Lady’s ,
will keep on hand a LARGE AND FASH
Glazed and Cioth CAPS.
“
John Morrill.
Rejuvenated Almanacs. A correspon IONABLE ASSORTMENT of BOOTS wife’sf Almanac, for 1842, containing a great
Fine Nutra, Moleskin, Plain, Silk, Knap
variety
of
useful
articles
on
cookery
and
do

Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
dent of the Philadelphia Ledger notices, as a AND SHOES, and will sell at reasonable
and
Wool
HATS.
“
Howard & Kendall.
mestic management—miscellaneous selections
matter of interest as well as curiosity, the fact
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and Neckties.
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
in
prose
and
poetry,
etc.
—
108
pages
duodePl
(^Those
who
have
been
in
the
habit
of
that the almanac for 1842, is like the whole
Dog’s Skin and Nutra FUR COLLARS,
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
D. REMICH.
of the almanac for the year 1785; that is to say, purchasing in distant places because the arti cimo. For sale by
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
&c. &c.
.
the days of the months again fall on the same cle they wished for was not to be found here,
“
George Littlefield.
[fF^The above is good Stock, and will be
Kennebunk,
Oct.
16.
tf
days of the week, also the moveable feasts, would do well to give him a call.
“
Joseph Wilson.
SOLD LOW.
etc. etc., so that those who have yet an old
Waterborough, James Leavitt,
Also—Wanted a good journeyman Shoe
Kennebunk, Oct. 30.
3w
one of 1785 need none for 1842.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
maker, to whom lair wages will be given.
York, Edward Chase.
Good recommendations required.
Writing
and
Letter
Paper.
HE subscriber will keep constantly on
“
Alexander Dennett.
Winter Hens. Fowls should never be
CHARLES HERRICK.
hand, during the Winter, at his store Q CASES, comprising every variety usually
«
G. M. Freeman.
kept till they are old. Young ones lay more
Kennebunk, Nov. 20.
3w
B. BRANDRETH, M.R
& enquired for, just received and for sale
at Kennebunk-Landing,
eggs, and young ones are more apt to lay
241 Broadway, N. Y.
by the ream or smaller quantity, by
FRESH, CORNED & DRY FISH.
when they are removed to a distant barn
J
D. REMICH.
May, 1839.
_____________________
—ALSO —
than when kept where they were bred. Any
Kennebunk, Aug. 21.
tf
COARSE AND FINE SALT,
farmer may pay for his newspaper for years
1 Qilfl LBS- New-York CHEESE;
with the proceeds of a single hen well bred _L0VV 100 bbISt Genessee FLOUR ;
all of which-he will sell low for cash or ex
persons indebted to the subsciibe
to laying eggs; and one bushel of buckwheat
400 Bushels Yellow CORN— just receiv ed change lor country produce.
Note of more than twelve months stain
with a very few potatoes will keep a hen’s
IVORY
GOODWIN,
J
r.
by
J. CURTIS & Co.
ing, are hereby requested to call and pay,
FOR 1842.
crop full during the winter—and two hours’
Kennebunk-Landing, Nov. 19.
3w
Kennebunk, Nov. 13.
labor on a suitable soil will often be sufficient,
HE American Almanac and Repository pay the interest and renew : at any rate,
G00CH.
without any manure, to raise a bushel of buck
of Useful Knowledge, for the year 1842. and renew and
LAPBOARDS for sale by
>ED TOP AND CLOVER SEED just
wheat. Who that hath lands cannot afford
For sale by
D. REMICH.
JAMES
LORD.
1L received by
J. CURTIS & Co.
Wells, Oct. 16.
to take a newspaper ?—Massachusetts Plough
Kennebunk, Dec. 4. *
Kennebunk, Nov. 13.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.
man.
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